Social media contains unfiltered and unique information, which is potentially of great value. Biomedical insights and discussions are no exception here: patients report on their experiences with particular medical conditions and drugs, discuss and hypothesize about the potential value of a treatment, and doctors share insights from their everyday life.

However, with regards to such topics, false information, unproven claims or even intentionally spread misinformation can be particularly dangerous [3]. It is therefore essential that social media posts are contextualized e.g., by providing additional information. This could help inform people if a medical statement can actually be proven with a reference to a reliable source. For example, in the tweet in Fig. 1 the user claims that the drug Ivermectin helps treating Covid. Ideally, we want to provide readers of this post with a trustworthy source that substantiates or in this case refutes this claim [4]. Methods of automatic fact-checking and fake news detection address this problem, but have not been applied to the biomedical domain in social media yet [2].

With our contribution [5], we aim to fill this research gap and annotate a corpus of 1200 tweets for implicit and explicit biomedical claims – the latter also with span annotations for the claim phrase. We sample the corpus to be related to COVID-19, measles, cystic fibrosis, and depression, and subsequently develop baseline models which detect tweets that contain a claim automatically. With this dataset we contribute the first resource for claim detection in biomedical tweets. Claims are considered the conclusive and central statements in arguments [1], consequently making them the most valuable information to extract. This is a central task in argument mining and an essential prerequisite for fact-checking or hypothesis generation.

Our analyses reveal that biomedical tweets are densely populated with claims (45 % in a corpus sampled to contain 1200 tweets focused on the domains mentioned above). Table 1 provides examples from the dataset. The majority of claims (68 %) in our corpus are explicit like Ex. 1 and 2 in Table 1. The other instances of the claim class express the claim implicitly. They often use irony or sarcasm like Ex. 3 and 4 in Table 1.

Baseline classification experiments with embedding-based classifiers and BERT-based transfer learning show acceptable performance for detecting claim tweets (.70 F1). When predicting the claim type, we find that detecting tweets with implicit claims is substantially more challenging (.36 F1) than detecting explicit claim tweets (.59 F1). Further, we find in a cross-corpus study that a generalization across domains is challenging and that biomedical tweets pose a particularly difficult environment for claim detection.
Kimberly isn’t worried at all. She takes #Hydroxychloroquine and feels awesome the next day. Just think, it’s more dangerous to drive a car than to catch corona.

Acid literally cured my depression/anxiety I had for 5 years in just 5 months (3 trips). It literally reconnects parts of your brain that haven’t had that connection in a long time.

Hopefully! The MMR toxin loaded vaccine I received many years ago seemed to work very well. More please!

Wow! Someone tell people with Cystic fibrosis and Huntington’s that they can cure their genetics through Mormonism!

Table 1: Examples of explicit and implicit claim tweets from the collected dataset. Explicit claims are in italics.
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